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We extend the treatment of algebra utomata to automata employ- 
ing algebras over arbitrary theories. To this end we re-present Eilen- 
berg and Wright's approach to the notion of a theory and its algebras 
originated by Lawvere. Special attention is given here to the free 
theories which correspond, in ordinary automata theory, to the free 
monoids. For example, we prove that the free theories (like the free 
monoids) are characterized asthe projective objects in the category 
of theories with surj ective morphisms of theories only. 
For a theory T, a T-automation is defined in a straightforward 
analogy with the notion of an automaton with an arbitrary input 
monoid. Our definition of a T-automaton becomes obvious once it is 
recognized that a T-algebra is the appropriate explication for a right- 
action of T on a set. Consequently, the construction of a minimal 
realization and of a minimal dynamics of any given response function 
] on a theory is analogous to the same construction with respect o a 
mapping f on a monoid. Also the basic division lemmata which under- 
lie Krohn and Rhodes' composition theory of machines are true for 
response function on free theories. 
3. ~ THEORIES 
Our approach ere follows the approach to ordinary automata theory 
taken by Give'on (1967) and the introduction of the study of algebras 
as associated with theories to generalized automata theory by Eilenberg 
and Wright (19~67). Much of the first half of this paper is a re-presenta- 
tion of the material of Eflenberg and Wright (1967). However, there are 
enough novelties (such as the notion of a carrier of a theory and of an 
1 This research was supported in part by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research, Information Sciences Directorate, under Grants AF-AFOSR-1198-67 
and AF 49(638)-1440. 
Sections 1 and 2 refer to those of Part I. 
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operative theory of an algebra) to justify a discussion which is essen- 
tially self-contained. The reader should consult Eilenberg and Wright 
(1967) for clarification of the more terse portions of this paper, and for a 
presentation of how the language approach to algebra automata, ini- 
tiated by Mezei and Wright (1965), may be placed in a categorical 
framework. The discussion that follows demands knowledge of Part  I. 
Notation and results of Part  I will be used without comment. 
We assume familiarity with only the most elementary and general 
notions of category theory (e.g., category, the definition of a category by 
means of objects and morphisms, product and coproduct diagrams, functors 
and cofunctors, the elementary properties of the category S of sets and of 
concrete categories). For exposition of these notions, the reader may con- 
sult MacLane (1965), Maclane and Birkhoff (1967), Freyd (1964), and 
5~[itchell (1965). On the other hand, in some cases where we adopt a 
somewhat different approach fi'om those presented in the literature, we 
will explicate some of these notions in the body of the paper itself (in 
small print). 
Let us define the set-theoretic map 
i~:[1] -~ [n]:l I--~ i 
for any n E N and 1 < i < n, where [p] = { 1, - . .  , p} (so that [0] = 0). 
This map determines (cf. 2.4 (ii)) for each set Q the projection 
~:Qtnl __~ Qtl~ :x I~ xin ; (3.1) 
i.e., (ql, - ' -  , q~) I--* qi. 
Let us recall (from category theory) that a family of mor- 
phisms {¢i: A --~ A~, for i = 1, .-- , n} is a product diagram ifffor 
each family of morphisms {~i: B --* A¢, for i = 1, . - . ,  n} 
there exits a unique morphism ~: B -~ A such that 
A ~ r--A. 
l ' 
B 
commutes for each i = 1, ---, n. (The dual notion of a co- 
product diagram is obtained by reversing all the arrows in the 
above definition of a product diagram.) 
2.4 (iii) simply says that the family {~:Qt~ _~ Q~lJ, for i = 1, . - -  , n / 
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is a product diagram in the completion (a) of a Z-algebra with carrier 
Q. Note that (a) is obviously a subcategory of the category S of sets. 
Consequently, we may recast Theorem 2.4 in categorical form as a 
starting point for our categorical approach to algebra automata: 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let C be a subcategory of the category S of sets. Then C 
is the completion of a Z-algebra a with carrier Q, for some graded set Z, 
iff the objects of C are the sets Qt~] n E N, and the projections ~:Qt,l __~ Q 
are morphisms of C and constitute, for each n, a product diagram in C. 
Let us consider, for any completion (a) of a Z-algebra (~ with carrier 
Q, the opposite category (&)op to (&), where each object Qt~] of ((~) is 
relabeled by In]. Thus, ((~)o, has a morphism ~: In] --> [p] just in case ((~) 
contains the map ~:QE~I __+ QE~]. The advantage of forming the opposite 
of (a) is that so long as I Q 1 > 1, the trivial maps ~. in (a) may indeed 
be mirrored in ((~)o, by the maps i,:[1] --~ In] of S. 
(3.3) Denoting by S the full subcategory of S whose objects are all 
the se~s :In] for n E N, we see that for any nontrivial Z-algebra  (i.e., 
the cardinality of the carrier of a exceeds 1), (a) °" is a theory, as defined 
by Eilenberg and Wright (1967) :
(3.4) D~INITION. A theory T is a category which is a morphic exten- 
sion of S (i.e., the objects of T are the objects ors ands is a subcategory 
of T) and in which the family 
{i~:[1]-~[n]:ll--*i, for i=  1 , . . . ,n}  
is a coproduct diagram for each n E N. 
Thus S is itself a theory. 
(3.5) If a E-algebra (X is nontrivial, we denote by Ta the theory ob- 
tained from the opposite category of (a), and call it the operative theory 
of a. 
Thus a nontrivial Z-algebra (~ gives rise to a cofunctor Ta -~ ((~). 
In Section 4 we shall introduce the category of algebras associated with 
an arbitrary theory T as a category of certain cofunctors on T. Here we 
present some elementary properties of theories. 
(3.6) Given a theory T and morphisms ~1, "-- , ~,:[1] --~ [p] of T, let 
(~l, "'" , ~.):[n] --~ [p] denote the unique morphism ~:[n] --~ [p] deter- 
mined by the coproduct diagram {i~:1 -<_ i -_< n}. Let T([n], [p]) denote 
the set of all morphisms In] --+ [p] of T, and let T~ be short for T([1], [p]). 
Then the coproduct diagram {Q: 1 _-< i _-< n} determines a bi]ection 
T~ ~1 --~ T([n], [p]): (~1, . .-  , ~o~) I-. (~,, , .-  , ~)  (3.7) 
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for each n, p C N. Henceforth we shall regard these bijections as identi- 
ties and use (~1, " "  , ~)  both for the n-list of morphisms ~1, . . .  , ~ ,  
and the morphism [n] -~ [p] determined by it. 
Thanks to the equation 
(~,  "-- , ~>(~,  - ' " ,  ~)  
= <<~, ..., ~>~,,  ..., <~, ..., ~>~,>, (3 .8)  
the composition rule in a theory T is reduced to the family of maps 
T~ ~j X T~ --* T~: ((el ,  "-" , ~) ,  ~b) I-~ (el, " "  , ~)~ (3.9) 
one for each n, p C N. 
(3.10) DEFm~O~. For any theory T we call the graded set 
T - -  (To, T1 , . . . ,  T~ = T([1], [p]), . . . )  
the (graded) carrier of T. 
(3.11) FAc~. Let T = (To, T1, --. ,) be any graded set provided 
with a family of maps (3.9) such that: 
(i) S~ ~ T~ for each p E N; and 
(ii) for any (~1, "'-  , ~)  E T~ ~ and any 1 _-< i _-< n we have 
. . . ,  = 
Then the category T defined by T([n], [p]) = T~ ~J and whose compo- 
sition rule is defined by (3.8) is a theory with carrier T. 
(3.12) Let S ~ be the category of graded sets with objects the 
graded sets (~, .)  and with morphisms f: (~  ~') --~ (~'~, a"), 
one for each map f: ~t __. ~,, for which 
~' /  _ \ ~,~ 
commutes. We often refer to the Sw-morphisms a graded maps. 
(3.13) D~T~ON.  The category of theories Th, is the category whose 
objects are theories and whose morphisms are functors which leave 
fixed the subcategory S.
(3.14) FACT. The restriction h: T' --+ T" of a Th-morphism h to 
carriers is a graded map which preserves S-morphisms and satisfies the 
expected condition that 
h ( (~,  "-" , ~)~)  = (h(~l), "-" , h (~) )~(~)  
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• ~r't~ and ~b C T~'. The graded map h is called the for a l l (~ l , . .  ,~)C  p 
underlying raded map of h, A graded map k: T' --~ T" is an underlying 
graded map of a Th-morphism h: T' --~ T" (and then 
h((~l,  . - - ,  ~) )  = (k(~l, . . . ,  k (~) ) , )  
iff k preserves the S-morphisms and satisfies the above expected con- 
dition. 
(3.15) FACT. The assignment 
TL---*T and ht---*h 
determines a functor ~:Th  --+ S ~ called the forgetful functor on Th. 
I t  has the following properties: 
(i) it is locally injective, i.e., for any two Th-morphisms 
hi, h2: T ~ .-~ T ~' 
hl =h2 iff h i=  h~, 
but not injective (for there exist different heories T' and T" with 
T' = T") ;  
(ii) it relates the basic types of morphisms, i.e., a Th-morphism is 
injective, surjective, or bijective iff its underlying raded map is. 
Consequently, Th is a regular category, i.e., each Th-morphism h is 
the (unique, up to an appropriate isomorphism) composition h = je of 
a surjective Th-morphism e followed by an injective Th-morphismj. 
(3.16) Theories can be viewed as "sets with additional structure" in 
two manners. The obvious one regards a theory T as a set of all the 
morphisms of T together with the composition rule of T with the prop- 
erty of being a morphic extension of S with In] remaining a coproduct of 
n copies of [1] as stated in 3.4. According to this point of view T is first 
of all a category. On the other hand, the forgetful functor ~t: Th --~ S ~ is 
defined so that one may consider a theory T as the graded set T enjoying 
the structure specified by the maps (3.9) as in 3.11. Consequently, Th 
can be regarded as a concrete category in two complementary fashions. 
While we feel that the "natural" carrier of a theory T is the graded set 
T, it is still useful to retain the attitude towards a theory as a category. 
Definitions 3.4 and 3.13 support his point of view. 
(3.16) In  any concrete category C (of. MacLane and Birkhoff, 
1967) a C-congruence on aa object A is any kernel equivalence 
of a morphism h: A --* B i.e., the equivalence r lation E~ de- 
fined by 
~E~a' iff h(~)--h(~') 
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(cf. MacLane and Birkhoff, 1967). Thus an S~-conqruence on a 
graded set (Z, ~) is an equivalence E Z for which 
fEf' ~ a(f:) 
holds for all f, fl E Z (i.e., an S~-congruence on (Z, ~) is any 
refinement of the kernel equivalence of a). 
(3.17) A Th-congruence on a theory T is the kernel equivalence of a 
Th-morphism with domain T. The characterization of the Th-con- 
gruences due to the view of a theory T as tile graded set T with addi- 
t ional structure is immediate and it is as follows. Since Th-morphisms are 
determined by  S ' -morph isms which satisfy additional requirements 
(cf. 3.14), it follows that  Th-congruences on a theory T are determined 
by  the S' -congruences on T which satisfy conditions comparable to 
3.14. So, for an arb i t rary S ' -congruence E on the graded carrier T of a 
theory T, denote by E* the equivalence defined on the morphisms of T 
~' T ["] then  by: i f~,  ~ _p , 
~E*~' iff for all i~: ~i~E~'i~. 
Clearly, E* is a Th-congrueuee iff: 
(i) E is the identity on S; 
(ii) if @1, , ~) ,  (~1, • ,,~') E ,-pr~] and ~,, ~b' . . . . .  , -  C Tp are such 
that  ¢E¢/and  ~ iE~'  for all i = 1, • • • , n; then 
(~, - . - ,  ~)~E(~',  . . . ,  ~'>~'. 
Furthermore,  if E is a Th-congruence on T and E is the restriction of 
E to T, then (_E)* = E. 
(3.18) For any set X and an equivalence E on X we denote 
by [x]E the E-equivalence class of x 6 X, by X/E the set of 
all E-equivalence classes, and by X -~ X/E the canonicag 
E-surjection x ]---* [x]~ whose kernel equivalence is obviously 
E. In any concrete category C, if E is a C-congruence on an 
object A, then A/E enjoys the structure of an object of C 
such that the surjection A ~ A/E determines a morphism 
of C. 
Thus, we have 
(3.19) FACT. (i) I f  E is a Th-congTuence on a theory T, the collection 
of the sets [n] as objects with morphisms [e]B:[n] --+ [p], for e:[n] --~ [p] 
in T, determine a theory T/E ,  the quotient heory of T modulo E, and 
the map 
T ~ T /E :e  I--. [~]~ 
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is a surjective Th-morphism whose kernel equivalence is E. The compo- 
sition rule of T/E is given, of course, by 
[~]B[~]~ = [~]~. 
(ii) If {E~:i E I} is any family of Th-congruences on a theory T 
indexed by a set I, then (a) the intersection N{Ei:i E I} is also a Th- 
congruence on T; (b) the equivalence closure of the union [J{Ei:i E I} 
is a Th-congruence on T so long as this closure does not make equivalent 
distinct S-morphisms. 
We end our discussion of theories by exposing the natural directed 
system (cf. Mitchell, 1965, p. 47) structure of the carrier of any given 
theory T. 
(3.19) The obvious insertions j:[p] --~ [p']:i I-~ i for p -<_ p' determine 
iniections 
j*:T~ -~ T~,:~ 1---. j~ 
which impose the structure of a directed system on the carrier of T. In 
certain contexts it is natural to regard these injections as insertions. 
Thus, if we consider the operative theory Ta of a E-algebra (~ with 
carrier Q, this corresponds to regarding a function e:Qt~l __+ QE~l as a 
function je:QWl .__> Qt~l for any p' => p, simply by adding "dummy 
variables" q~+l , " ' ,  q~. This observation underlies our statement 
prior to 2.1 that every EE~1-DOAG is a zE~,I-DOAG whenever p' >- p. 
4. THE ALGEBRAS OF A THEORY 
After 3.5 we noted that each nontrivial ~-algebra gives rise to a 
cofunctor on Ta, the operative theory of (~, with values in the category 
S of sets. The "image" of this cofunctor is the category ((~} which is the 
completion of a. The motivation for defining the notion of a theory is 
that with each theory T, the algebras whose "structure is indicated and 
described by T" are defined by means of certain cofunctors on T. The 
idea is that the morphisms of T are to be thought of as (not necessarily 
unique) labels for functions of an algebra completion. The relations that 
hold between the morphisms of T become, therefore, laws satisfied by all 
the algebras associated with T. 
(4.1) DE~TION. Let Q be an arbitrary set. By an algebra (with 
carrier Q) we mean the completion of any ~-algebra with carrier Q for 
some graded set ~. If T is a theory, then by a T-algebra  (with carrier 
Q) we mean any cofunctor 
a:T~S 
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such that for every S-morphism ~: [n] -+ [p] in T, (~(9) is the map 
~:Q~1 _~ QE~J:(ql ' ... , q~) i-- (q~(~) , . . . ,  q~(~)), 
and, therefore, (~([n]) = QE=I for each object In] of T. 
Thus, for each nontrivial Z-algebra (~ the co-isomorphism T~ --~ 
((~} ~ S is, in fact, a Ta-algebra when considered as an injective co- 
functor from T~ to S. Also, it is clear that for any T-algebra 6: T --~ S 
with carrier Q, (~(T), the image category of (~, is an algebra with carrier 
Q, called the image algebra of (~ and is denoted also by ((~}. 
By definition, each E-algebra gives rise to a certain T-algebra for 
some theory T. It is ~atura] to inquire whether there exists a theory, 
5=(~), such that for any X-algebra (Z, (a} is the image algebra of some 
5=( ~)-algebra. The constructions employed in Part I imply the existence 
of a uniform theory 5=(~) for all ~-algebras. We defer the details to 
Section 5. 
(4.2) FACT. Given a nontrivial T-algebra a: T --> S (i.e., the cardi- 
nality of whose carrier exceeds 1) the kernel equivalence E~ of (~ is a 
Th-eongruence on T. The quotient theory T~ = T/Ea is called the 
operative theory of a and is co-isomorphic to the image algebra of (L in 
fact, Te is the minimal theory for the image algebra of 6; i.e., for any 
T'-algebra (Z' with image equal to that of a there exists a unique sur- 
jective Th-morphism T' --+ T~ which factors a'. Note also that for 
any T-algebra a:  T --~ S and any [surjective] Th-morphism e: T' --+ T, 
ae: T' ~ S is a T'-algebra [with image equal to that of (~]. 
We now rephrase 4.1 in a way which makes more evident he relevance 
of the concept of a T-algebra to generalized automata theory. For any 
two entities (e.g. sets) X and Y, X ~_ --~ Y denotes a map of a part of 
X into Y; i.e., a partial assignment on X with values in Y. For any set 
Q we denote by Q* the graded set with Qp* = QI~J. 
(4.3) FACT. Let T be a theory and Q a set. Then, a T-algebra (~: T --+ S 
with carrier Q is completely specified by any partial assignment 
$ 
a:Q* × T ~---~Q : (x,~)I - - .  x.~ (4.4) 
(where x.~ denotes the value of (~(~) on x), which satisfies the con- 
ditions: 
(i) x.~ is defined iff, for some n, p E N: x E QEpJ and ~ E T~J; 
and then x.q~ E Qt~l; 
(ii) for any x E Q*, if ~ is an S-morphism in T for which x.~ is 
defined, then x.~ = x~; 
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(iii) for any x E Q* and morphisms ~and ~ in T such that x.~ and 
(x.~).~b are defined, then (x.~)-~ = x.(¢@). Note also that for a 
T-algebra (~ as in 4.4, the congruence E~ is essentially defined by 
"x.~ = x.~' for all x E Q*." 
(4.5) NOTATIOn. For any two graded sets ~, %', [Z, Z'] denotes the 
t union of the product sets Z~ X Ep for all p E N. For any T-algebra 
a:Q*X TD~Q* 
we call 
e:[Q*, T] --~ Q:(x, ~) I-~ x.~ 
the underlying action of (L 
(4.6) FACT. For an arbitrary theory T and any set Q, an arbitrary 
map 
a:[Q*, T] --~ Q:(x, ~) !~ x.,~ 
is the underlying action of a T-algebra a ,  (and then 
~:Q XT~_- -~Q :(x,~) I-~x.~ 
is given by 
x- (~,  . - .  , ~ .> = (x .~,  - . .  , x .~0,  ) 
iff a satisfies the requirements: 
(i) x,i ,  = xi,, for all x E Q* and i~ E S, ; 
(ii) x - ( (~ i , - - . ,~)~)  = (x .~ l , . . . ,  x -~) .¢  for all 
<~, "'" , ~.) E T~ "1 and ~ E Tr. 
(4.7) DEFIiXTITION. The category T ~ of T-algebras has for objects all 
T-algebras and for morphisms f: (~ --~ (~2 (where (~i and (~ are two 
T-algebras with carriers Q~ and Q2 respectively), the mappings f: Q~ --~ Q2 
which render commutative the diagram 
f*  id. 2 f 
z] - -  
where 
f*: Qi* -~ Q~ : x i-~ .fx. 
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(4.8) FACT. f:Q1 "-~ Q2 determines a T~-morphism f :a l  --~ a2 iff 
f*:Qi* -~ Q2*, as a graded map, determines a natural transformation 
al ---> ~ of the cofunctors al: T --~ S and a2: T --> S. 
(4.9) Clearly, for each theory T the category T~ is a concrete category. 
Hence, we assume as known the notions of a T-congruence on a T- 
algebra, of a quotient T-algebra a/F, of a modulo E, and of the canonical 
surjective T~-morphism eg --~ a/E whose kernel equivalence is E. Note 
that for any family {E~:i C I} of T-congruences on a T-algebra a 
(indexed by I ) ,  both the intersection and the equivalence closure of the 
union of {Ei:i E I} are T -congruences on a. For a detailed study of the 
categories of a form T ~ (as "varieties of universal algebras") the reader 
is referred to Cohn (1965). 
(4.10) For each theory T, the forgetful functor ~:T  ~ --~ S is the 
functor which assigns to each T-algebra its carrier, and to each Th- 
morphism f: al ~-~ (t2 its underlying mapping f: Q1 --~ Q2 • This functor is 
locally injective (i.e., given any two T-algebras al and ~ with carrier 
Q~ and Q2 then the restriction of ~ll 
T~(a~, a2) ~ S(Q~, Q2) 
is injective) but not always injective. ( It  is the identity functor of S for 
T = S, since S~ = S, but in general, it is not injective; e.g., there are 
distinct monoids with identical carriers.) T~-morphisms are said to be 
subjective, injective, or bijective depending whether their underlying 
mappings are. While the biiective and the injective T~-morphisms are 
the invertible and the mouic morphisms (respectively) in T ~, in general 
it is only true that the surjective T~-morphisrns are epic in T b. For 
example, the insertion of the cyclic free monoid into the additive monoid 
of integers is epic in T ~ for the suitable theory T of monoids, it is not 
surjective. The reader who is interested in the problem of when epic 
morphisms in T ~ are surjective is referred to Linton (1965). We will 
demonstrate now the existence of a functor Fr :S  ~ T ~ adjoint to 
~: T ~ --~ S (cf. MacLane and Birkoff, 1967) which assigns to each set V 
the free T-algebra Fr(V) on V. 
(4.11) For any theory T and any set V consider the equivalence 
defined on the set [V*, T] (cf. 4.5) as the equivalence closure of the 
relation (x, ~) N (x', ~') which holds iff x E V tp~, x' E V Ep'~, ~ E Tz 
and ~' E T~, for some p, p' E N, and there exists an S-morphism r: [p] --~ 
[p'] such that x --- x'r and t = rf.  Put differently, (x, ~) -- (x', ~') iff 
in any T-algebra with carrier V we have x.~ = x -~. 
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Let V. T be the set IV*, T] reduced by the equivalence =.  The T- 
algebra Fr(V) is defined as the partial assignment 
Fr(V):(V.T)* X T ~ ~ V.T  
determined by 
( ( (x i ,  ~) ,  . - . ,  (x , ,  ~,)),  ~) I-~ (xlx2 . . .  ~, ,  (~1 × . . .  × ~)~)  
for xl E V ~1, "'" , x, E V E~"1, ~ E T~I, "'" , ~, E T~., ~ E T , ,  and 
where ~ X . - .  X ~, E T~ ~ zr " "  + p, is defined as (r1~1, -- .  , r,~,) 
where for j = 1, . . .  , n: 
ri:[P,'] -~ [p~ ~- " "  Jr p,] : i  i --~ (~'~ pk) -~ i. 
k<] 
The reader may check that F~_(V) is well defined and it is in fact a 
T-algebra with carrier V. T and that for the injection 
ov:V  ~ V .T :v  t---. [(v, 1~)]~ 
we have: 
(4.12) PRoPosrl~o~. Let V be an arbitrary set and (~ an arbitrary 
T-algebra with carrier Q. Then for any function f: V --~ Q there exists a 
unique TLmorphism 
f~:F~(V) ~ a 
gv .  
V ~V-T 
for which ~ [ f÷ commutes. 
O 
(4.13) Note that in case V - In] = {1, 2, . . .  , n} for some n E N, 
then 
V.T---* T,:[( i ,  ~)]_--I -~ i~  
is a well-defined bijection and under this bijection the underlying action 
of Fr([n]) is simply given by the composition rule of T itself. Clearly, 
the insertion gE-~ associated with FT([n]) is 
g~,l:[n] -~ T,,:i I---. i, . 
We observe therefore, that a theory T can be regarded as a disjoint 
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union of the free T-algebras 
FT([0]), F~([l]), -.- 
even though T itself is not a T-algebra unless we modify our notion of 
T-algebra defined in 4.1 to replace Q by a graded set with structure com- 
parable to that of a carrier of a theory. 
We now give a classical corollary of Proposition 4.12: 
(4.14) COROLL~RV. Let ff be any free T-algebra. Then, for any T ~- 
morphism h:ff --~ (B and any surjective T~-morphism f: a ~ • there 
exists at least one Tb-morphism g:y ,,* a for which 
j" 
g/// h 
# 
# 
f 
commutes. 
Proof. Let ~ = Fr(V)  and let the carriers of a and ~ be Q1 and Q2 
respectively. Then, there exists a function a: V- T --~ Q1 for which 
V.T 
Qi f ~ Q2 
commutes in S. Consider the T~-morpb_ism 
g = (agv)t:~ --~ e~ 
whose existence is guaranteed by 4.12. It follows from 4.12 that 
fg = f(ag~,) t -~ h in T b. Q.E.D. 
(4.15) Remark. Due to 4.14 we say that the free T-algebras are 
H-projective. Since the epic morphisms in T b are not necessarily surjec- 
tive T~-morphisms, we cannot identify the ~t-projective objects in T ~ 
with the projective objects in T ~ without additional arguments. Though 
it follows that every projective T-algebra must be H-projective, the 
example of the category of monoids hows that H-projective T-algebras 
need not be proiective (see Give'on, 1967). The example of the category 
of R-modules where R = Z @ Z shows that H-projective T-algebras 
need not be free (see MacLane, 1963). 
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(4.16) FACT. For any (surjective) Th-morphism H': T--~ T', denote 
by H~': Tp --~ Tp' the restriction of H' to T~, and by E,p, the kernel 
equivalence of Hp'. Then, Enp, is a T%congruenee on the T-algebra 
Fr([p]). Denote by (~.~, the T-algebra F~.([p])/E,~,. Then for any 
(surjective) Th-morphism H:T '  --~ T", H~: T~' --> TS  determines a
(surjective) T~-morphism 
where H" = HH'. Note that for a surjective Th-morphism H': T -~ T' 
the carrier of (~.~, can be taken to be T~' and then the underlying action 
of an,, is given by 
for all (~i, "'" , ~n} ~ (T')[p ~1 and ~b C Tp. 
5. FREE THEORIES 
We demonstrate now the existence of a functor f :  S ~ --> Th adioint 
to the forgetful functor ~: Th ---> S ~ on the category Th of theories (cf. 
3.15). For any graded set ~, the theory if(Z), which is called the free 
theory on ~, is constructed irectly from the Z:~l-trees discussed in 
Section 2, and it is characterized in Th in much the same way as a free 
monoid is characterized in the category of monoids. 
(5.1) In order to construct the free theory f(2~) on $ from the Zip l- 
trees, we have to identify ZEp~-trees that are isomorphic from the graph- 
theoretic point of view, and to associate with each (representative of a 
graph-theoretic isomorphism type of a) ~E,l-tree an external abel n 
with n >= p, such that, with this label, each Zp4ree determines a unique 
morphism [1] --~ In] in the carrier of i (Z) .  Thus, henceforth, by a ~E,I- 
tree we mean a pair (5,p) where 5 is an isomorphism4ype of a Ztpl- 
tree, usually represented by a specific Z~pl-tree. Accordingly, we identify 
the S-morphism i~:[1] -+ [p]:l I--~ i with the Z~-tree represented 
by the single-node tree labeled by i. For any f ~ Z~ we identify f
with the ~- t ree  represented by the tree 
/ \  
I . . . . . . .  p 
which becomes the single-node tree labeled by f in ease p = 0. Conse- 
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.quently, the carrier of G=(2) can be described inductively by: 
(i) for any p C N:Sp ~ 5=(E)~ and Ep c 5:(E)p ; 
(ii) if fC  E~ and (~1, "'" ,~k) C (~(E)p) E*1, then (~1, " " ,  ~k)f 
is the Ep-tree obtained from the Z Ek~-tree f, as in (2.1), by replacing each 
initial node of f labeled i by an appropriate copy of p~. Note that the 
Zt~l-tree (~j, . . .  , Ck)f can be denoted uniquely by the formal term 
"(~1, "" , ~) f " .  
In order to complete the definition of 5=(2), we take ~(E)([n], [p]) = 
(~(2)~) t~l, and define the maps 
(~(2)~)  E~J × ~(2)~ -~ ~(2)~: ( (~ ,  . . . ,  ~) ,  ¢) q~ (~1, - . . ,  ~)¢  
where (~,  - . .  , ~)¢  is obtained from ¢, as in (2.1), by replacing each 
initial node of ~b labeled i by an appropriate copy of ~ .  By 3.11 it follows 
~hat ~(2) is a theory. 
Note that the inductive definition of the carrier of ~(E) indicates 
that it can be defined as a graded set of formal terms where each formal 
term is either an element of 2, a morphism in the carrier of S, or of the 
form (~,  . . .  , ~) ) f  where ~,  . . .  , Ck ~re appropriate formal terms 
and f is ~n appropriate lement of 2. 
(5.2) LEMMA. Let E be a graded set and Q a set. Then for each mapping 
:[Q*, ~] -~ Q 
there exists a unique ~( E )-algebra 
a~:Q* × ~(2) ~ ~ Q* 
whose underlying action agrees with a (i.e., for each xC QEpl and fC ~:  
,~(x, f) = x.f). 
Proof. Let a be the E-algebra determined by a, and recall 2.2. For 
each x~ Q~1 and ¢~ 5=(E)~ define 
X'~/  ~ \ a, lr} 
where ~ is the terminal node of the 2~-tree ~. By 4.6 it is easily verified 
that this defines an ~(E)-algebra ~ whose underlying action agrees 
with a. The uniqueness of a~ also follows easily from 2.2 and 4.6. Q.E:D. 
(5.3) CORO~L~RY. An algeb~u is the completion of a E-algebra iff it 
is the image algebra of an ~( 2)-algebra. 
(5.4) COROLLARY. Let Z be a graded set, Q~ and Q~ sets and let 
at: [Q~*, El --~ Q~ ; i = 1, 2; 
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be any two maps. Then, a function f:Q1 --~ Q2 determines an ff(~)~- mor- 
phism f: a,~ -+ a,~ iff 
commutes, 
The justification for calling if(Z) the free theory on Z is based on the 
following characteristic property of 5:(Z). 
(5.5) PROPOSITION. For any theory T and any graded map h: Z --> T, 
there exists a unique morphism hf:ff(Z) --~ T of theories for which 
gz 
E ~ Y'(E) 
£ 
commutes (in S ~) where 
g~: ~ --+ 5:(2~) 
is the graded map which identifies each fC ~ with the ZEp~-tree denoted by f 
(cf. 5.1). 
Proof. For a given h:Z --> T define h':5:(~) -* T by induction on the 
structure of if(Z) as in 5.1: 
(i) h'(~) ~- ~ for each S-morphism in if(E) and h'(f) = h(f) for 
each element f in Z; 
(ii) h'((~l,  . . .  , ~k)f) = (h'(~i), . . .  , h'(~k)) h(f). 
I t  follows now by induction and by 3.14 and 3.15 that h I is the under- 
lying graded map of a unique Th-morphism ht:5: (~) --~ T for which 
htg ~ = h. The uniqueness of h' also follows by induction on the structure 
of the carrier of 5:(~). 
(5.6) Several conclusions can be drawn (in a classical manner) from 
5.5. First, it follows that the assignment ~ I--* if(Z) determines a functor 
~: S ~ -~ Th; 
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for each graded map f :~'  --~ Z", ~=(f):~:(2;') --* ~=(Z") is defined by 
~(f) = (g~,f)t. (5.7) 
Proposition 5.5 implies that • is in fact a functor and that it is adjoint 
(cf. MaeLane and Birkhoff, 1967) to the forgetful funetor %: Th ---> S ~. 
Furthermore, the proof of 4.14 as a corollary of 4.12 can be applied here 
to derive that every free theory is ~t-projeetive. On the other hand, by 
using techniques imilar to those applied to the category of monoids 
(e.g., as in Give'on, 1967), we will prove now that every ~t-projective 
theory must be free. 
(5.8) Let T be a theory and g: 2; ~ T an injective graded map (say, 
is a graded subset of the carrier of T). Consider the Th-morphism 
gt:ff(~) ._+ T. 
The image of gt is said to be the subtheory of T generated by Z and is de- 
noted by T{Z). If gt is surjective, then g: 2; --~ T is said to be a generating 
set of the theory T. Clearly, if ~ is a graded subset of T, then the carrier 
of T{~) consists of the S-morphisms that belong to T, the morphisms 
that belong to Z, and the "products" (~1, " "  , ~)~b of morphisms 
~1, , . .  , ~, which belong to T\Z) and of ¢ which belongs to ~. 
Consider the morphisms in the carrier of the free theory ~:(2;'). Let 
Z" be any graded subset of ~:(2;'). A morphism ~ in if(2;') is said to be 
basic to Z" in ~Y(~) iff it belongs to Z" and whenever 
(where f belongs to ~' and ~1, " "  , ~ to ~(Z') ) we always have that all 
the ~1, " "  , ~ are S-morphisms. Thus a morphism in ~" is basic to ~" 
iff it is not a "nontrivial product" of other morphisms in ~". By indue- 
tion on the structure of the morphisms in the carrier of a free theory, the 
reader can easily prove 
(5.9) •EMMA. I f  T is a subtheory of a free theory F, then the graded set 
of all the morphisms in T which are basic to T in F (or more precisely, 
the insertion ~ ~ T) is a generating set of T which is included in any 
generating set of T. 
We prove now: 
(5.10) TheOrEM. A theory F is free iff it is ~-projective. That is, F is 
free iff for any Th-morphism g:F ---> T" and any Th-morphism e: T' ~ T" 
such that ~(  e) : T' -+ T" is surjective (i.e., e is surjective), there exists at 
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least one Th-morphism f: F -+ T' for which 
J" F 
/ i  ° 
T' ~T"  e 
commutes. 
Proof. We noted above that the proof of 4.14~ as a corollary of 4.12 
can be applied here to derive that every free theory is ~-projective. To 
prove the converse, note that every ill-projective theory F must be iso- 
morphis to a subtheory of a free theory. For any theory T is a Th-mor- 
phic image of a free theory: T ~ T is a generating set of T. Hence we 
have a surjective Th-morphism ~Y(f) ~ F, and since F is ~-projective, 
there exists at least one Th-morphism F -+ 5:(F) such that F -+ ~(g) -+ F 
is the identity on F, and F -+ if(F) must be injective. 
By Lemma 5.9 we know that if F is ~-projective then there exists a 
generating set b: Z -+ F of F with the property that 
(~(bt))(¢) = b( f )  iff ¢ = g~(f)  (5.11) 
for any ¢ in 5:(Z) and f in  E (for note that (~(bt)) (~b) is a "nontrivial 
product" iff ¢ - g~(f) ). Since bt:5=(Z) -+ F is surjective, and F is ~-pro- 
jective, there exists a Th-morpbJsmj: F ~ ~(~) such that 
g j  = i~ (5.12) 
and therefore 
~(bt )~( j )b  = b. 
Now, for any f in  ~ we have 
~a(bt)[~(j)b(x)] = b(x), 
which, by 5.11, implies 
~( j )b  = g~. 
The last equality implies 
g~. = ~( j )b  = ~( j ) (~(bt )g~)  = ~(jbt)g~, 
and therefore, by 5.5, we have 
jb t = i~(~). 
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Hence, by 5.12, F is isomorphic to ~(Z), Q.E.D. 
6. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF AUTOMATA OVER THEORIES 
In Part I we studied Z-automata as Z-algebras with output, Since we 
may identify Z-algebras with if( Z)-algebras, we realize that we can in- 
troduce the notion of a T-automaton, for an arbitrary theory T, as a T- 
algebra with output. 
(6.1) DEW'tuITION. For a theory T, a T-automaton isa quadruple 
M = (Q,a, Y,k} 
where: 
( i )  Q and Y are sets (the state and output sets of M respectively); 
(fi) a:Q* × T ~ -+ Q is a T-algebra with carrier Q (the algebra 
of M) ; and 
(iii) k:Q -~ Y is a function (the output function of M). The theory 
T is said to be the input theory of M, and in case a is nontrivial, Ta is 
said to be the operative theory of M. 
The passage from ~(Z)-automata o T-automata, for an arbitrary 
theory T, is not only formally justified. Since every theory is a quotient 
theory of a free theory, the class of all T-automata can be considered as a 
subclass of those Z-automata which satisfy certain laws which amount 
to a Th-congruence E for which ~( Z)/E = T. This is analogous not only 
to the algebraic point of view but also to the current view in ordinary 
automata theory: Abelian automata re automata with Abelian input 
monoids and permutation automata have groups as their input monoids. 
The response function of a Z-automaton was defined based on the 
point of view that the Z-algebra of a Z-automaton, tacitly specifies the 
"initial states" of the given Z-automaton (by means of its nnllary opera- 
tors). Following this point of view we define: 
(6.2) DEFIniTIOn. By a response function on a theory T (with values 
in a set Y) we mean any function f: To -+ Y. The response function of 
a T-automaton M = (Q, a, Y, k) is simply the map 
To f~) Y = T0 ao) Q k) y (6.3) 
where ao is the restriction of a to Qt0! × To identified with To (i.e., JM(~) = 
X( A. e) where Qt°l = { A} ). We say that M realizes f iff f -- f~.  
Looking for an automaton which realizes f is simply looking for fac- 
torizations of f like that of (6.3). Note also that 
¢t0:T0 --~ Q:e I~ A.e 
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(as in 6.3), is the underlying function of the unique morphism 
F~([0]) --* a 
of T-algebras. 
In fact, the realizations of a response function f: To -* Y form a cate- 
gory: 
(6.4) The category of (T-automaton) realizations of f has for objects 
all T-automata which realize f, and for morphisms, ay 
H: (Q', (~, Y, Y) ~ (Q", (~", Y, k '~) 
those T~-morphisms H:a '  --~ a" for which 
p 
as 
commutes. 
(6.6) A realization M = (Q, ct, Y, ),) of f is said to be suriective iff 
a0: To -* Q is surjective. Since a0 is the underlying algebra of the unique 
T~-morphism Fr([0]) -* a, every T-automaton M has a (unique) sub- 
automaton which is a surjective realization of f~ .  We denote by f /T  ~ the 
full subcategory of the surjective realizations of f. The objects of f IT  ~ 
can be identified as the factorizations off into a surjective T~-morphism 
followed by a map, and they are completely determined by the T~-con- 
gruences on Fr([0]) which refine the kernel equivalence of f on To, 
the carrier of Fr([0]). Consequently, f i T  ~ is a partial order category 
(i.e., for any two objects rl and r~ of f iT  ~ there exists at most one mor- 
phism H:rl--~ r2, determined, in fact, by a surjective T~-morphism) and 
to look for a minimal realization M(f) of f is simply to look for a terminal 
object in f /T  ~. 
(6.7) PROPOSITION. For any response function f: To ---> Y on the theory 
T, the category f IT  ~ has an initial object (called the free realization of f) 
and a terminal object M (f) (called the minimal realization off), 
Proof. The initial object of f i t  ~ is obviously the free algebra Fr([0]) 
equipped with f: To -+ Y as an output function. We shall shortly give an 
automaton-theoretic construction of the terminal object of f i T  ~. Here 
we just note that the simplest proof for the existence of M(f) is based 
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on the fact that f /T  ~ can be regarded as a directed system and has a di- 
rect limit determined by the equivalence losure of all the kernal equiva- 
lences of the surieetive T~-morphisms (~0 for all the :T-algebras a ap- 
pearing in f iT  ~ (cf. 4.19). Q.E,D. 
(6.8) Automata theory suggests a direct construction of the minimal 
realization M(f) = <Qs, as, Y, xf) off: To -~ y mimicking that in 2.13. 
We define the equivalence r lation E] on To by . . . . . .  
~'E/~" iff f(~'~) --- f(q~"¢) for all ~: C TI ' (6.9) 
and set Q /= To/E]. Letting [~] denote the equivalence lass of ~ modulo 
Es, we then define the underlying action Of as by 
([~1], " '" ,  [~n]).~b = [<~,  . . . ,  ~n)~b I. (6.10) 
This is well defined by (6.9) and by the equality 
" . . ,  = " . "  . . . . .  
where j:[0] --~ [1] is the only S-morphism [0] -+ [1]. Finally, we define 
kz by X/([m]) = f(~). The reader may readily verify that M(f) so de- 
fined is indeed a terminal object of fiTS; i.e., a minimal realization of f. 
(6.11) We associate with a given response function f: To ~ Y on T 
another category based on the realization that To is the first component 
of the carier of T. Let f/Th, the category of Th-factorizations of f, have 
for objects pairs (H', h') where H':T -+ T' is a sur]eetive Th-morphism 
? l and h :To~-~ Y is a response function such that 
To ¥ %/ 
commutes, where Ho' (as in 4.16), is the restriction of H':T --+ T' to To. 
The morphisms of f/Th are the obvious urjeetive Th-m0rphlsms: 
H: (H', h') --~ (H", h") 
is a m0rphism in f/Th iff HH' = H" (and then h"Ho = h'). . . . . .  
(6.12) FACT. The assignment which maps each object (H, h) of 
f/Th to the realization of f with algebra (~Ho (cf. 4.16) and output func- 
tion h, and each morphism H inf/Th to Ho is an injective functo r 
.... @:f/Th ---~ SlT b . . . .  i ~ . 
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and, therefore, f /Th can be regarded as a subcategory of f /T  ~. Since the 
free realization o f f  can be regarded as belonging also to f /Th (in the form 
of ( i t ,  f) where ir is the identity functor on T), the category f /Th has an 
initial object. 
We now prove 
(6.13) P~Ol'OI~ION. I f  f: To --~ Y is a nonconstant response function on 
the theory T, then f / Th has a terminal object (called the minimal dynamics 
of f). I f  we denote by 
HS:T ~ T~ s 
the obvious urjective Th-morphism from T onto the operative theory of the 
algebra a s of the minimal realization of f, then there exists a unique re- 
sponse function h s on T as such that (H s, h s) is a terminal object in f / Th. 
Proof. Since M(f) realizes f, as cannot be trivial when f is a noncon- 
stant response function. The kernel equivalence E s of Hf: T --~ Tar is 
characterized by: 
? 'E~ 't iff for all x C Qs*:x'q~' = x'q~ (6.14) 
(whenever defined) for all ~', q~" E T([n], [p]), n, p E N. It  follows that for 
q r, q# E To, ~'E~" implies f(¢') = f(~#), and therefore there exists a 
unique response function h: on  Tar for which (H s, h s) is an object of 
f/Th. All we have to prove is that for any object (H, h) of f/Th, the ker- 
nel equivalence of H implies E s. By 3.17, we can restrict our argu- 
ment to the carrier of T. 
P q~Y Let ~,  E Tp for some p E N such that H(~') = H( , t ) .  Then, for all 
E T, and ~,, . . .  , ~p E To, we clearly have 
H(  (~1, , ' # • .- ~)~ ~). (6.15) • . .  = , 
Since (H, h) is an object of f /Th (i.e., hHo = f) and since both 
(~,  . . .  , ¢~>¢~ and <¢1, " "  , ~)~#¢ belong to To, 6.15 implies 
f( ' " , , ~p)~ q~) ,  , . . . ,  = f (  . . .  
and, therefore, by 6.9, 
, . . . ,  , . . . ,  
which implies, by 6.10 and 6.14, that ~'E~".  Q.E.D. 
(6.16) The construction of a minimal realization M(f) and a minimal 
dynamics (H ], h ~) of a given response function f: To -+ Y on a theory T 
is clearly analogous to the construction of a minimal realization M(f) 
and a minimal dynamics (H s, h s) of a given function f: W -*  Y on a 
monoid W. The minimal realization o f f :W ~ Y yields the minimal stute 
space sufficient for the realization of f, while the minimal dynamics of 
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f: W -+ Y yields the minimal monoid automaton sufficient for the realiza- 
tion of ]: W -+ Y. The well-known phenomenon that the minimal mon- 
old automaton can be defined from the opposite monoid of the trans- 
formation monoid of the minimal ~realization off: W --+ Y is rephrased 
and generalized here in Proposition 6.13. The minimal dynamics of a re- 
sponse function f: To --~ Y is centered around the opposite category of the 
image algebra of the algebra f of the minimal realization of f. 
(6.17) Let 5 be any class :of theories. We:say that 5 admits quotients 
iff 5 is closed under surjeetive Th:morphisms (i.e., if T ~ belongs to 5 and 
there exists a sur]ective Th-morphism T' ~ T 'p then T '~ also belongs to 5). 
By an automaton over 5 we mean a T-antomaton (for some theory T) 
whose operative theory is in 5. We clearly can infer from Proposition 6.13. 
(6.18) COROLLAnY. Let 5 be any class of theories which admits quotients 
and let f be any nonconstant response function. Then f is realized by some 
automaton over 5 iff T~f belongs to 5. 
(6.19) We extend now the automaton-theoretic s udy of response 
functions on theories and introduce the notion of division of response 
functions and related concepts in analogy with the Krohn-Rhodes' 
notion of division of machines (cf. Arbib, 1968). The results that follow 
our definitions are not surprising. Henceforth we assume that all the re- 
sponse functions under consideration are nonconstant. 
(6.20) DE~TmN. Let T', T" be theories and fl: To' -+ Y' and 
f2: To" ~ Y" be response functions. We say that fl dividesf2 (written fl i f2) 
iff there exist a Th-morphism H: T' --+ T" and a function h: Y" --+ Y' 
such that 
To fl .~ y, 
"°1 I 
To'" f2 ~ Y" 
commutes. The response functions f l  and f2 are said to be equivalent iff 
fl If2 andf~ If1. 
(6.21) DEENITION. By a theory with output we simply mean a pair 
(T, f) of a theory T and a response function f on T. If ] is a response 
function on T, then by the normal form (T f, h ]) of f we mean the theory 
with output determined by the minimal dynamics of f (i.e., T ~ = Tai; 
cf. 6.13). The theory T f is called the normal theory off. 
(6.22) DEPrNI~ON. Let T' and T r~ be theories. We say that T' divides 
T" iff T ~ is the morphic image of a subtheory of T". Let (T', if) and 
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( T", h " ) be theories with output. We say that ( T', h ' ) divides ( T ~, h " ) 
iff there exist a subtheory T of T', a surjective Th-morphism E: T .-~ T' 
(and therefore T ~ divides T')  and a function h: Y" -* Y~ such that 
E o h (6.23) 
T/'D o .-To h"lT ° =Y  
commutes (where h" [ To is the restriction of h" to To). 
Analogous to the diagram-chasing in ordinary automata theory 
(Give'on, 1967) we have: 
(6.24) Tt~-EOREM. For arbitrary response functions f: and f2 : 
(i) f: I f~ always implies that (T I1, h sl) divides (T s2, ha2); 
(ii) if f: is a response function on a free theory and (T1:,h sl) divides 
( T:2, h :~) then f~ I f~. 
We now prove: 
(6.25) T~EOR~. Let f:Fo ---> Y be a response function on a free theory 
F, and let er: To' ~ To be the response function on a theory T' induced by a 
surjective Th-morphism e' : T' ~ T by restriction to To'. Then f divides er 
iff T I, the normal theory off, divides T. 
Proof. Noting that T is the normal theory of er, by 7.17 it follows 
that i f f l  e~ then T: divides T. 
Conversely, assume that T" is a subtheory of T with a surjective 
Th-morphism e" : T" --* T s, and let j: T" --~ T denote the insertion Th- 
morphism for T" C T. Then by 5.10 there exist, first a Th-morphism 
H' :F  ---+ T" for which part (1) in 6.26 commutes, and then a Th-mor- 
phism H" :F --~ T' for which part (2) of 6.26 commutes. 
H f 
F - -  ~ T f 
e 
H' T" (6.26) 
e ~ 
T' ~T  
On the other hand, since jo: To" --~ To is injective, (and since every non- 
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empty set is an injective object in the category of sets) there exists at least 
one function h: To -~ Y for which 
g 
n 
% 
h f 
~Y 
h 
-r 
commutes. 
Since clearly, 
heo'Ho' = h(joHo" ) = (h/eo'~)Ho t' = h1H / = f, 
(6.27) 
we have f I er. Q.E.D. 
The reader may readily verify the: 
(6.28) FACT. For any response function f: To --* Y on any theory T, 
f and h f: T J  --* Y are equivalent response functions. 
With these basic results on the minimization, normal form and divisi- 
bility of response functions on theories, we have paved the way for the 
development, in Part I I I ,  of the appropriate generalization f the Krohn- 
Rhodes composition theory for finite-state sequential machines. 
(6.29) Remark. The divisibility results (i.e., 6.24 through 6.28) as 
well as the rest of our results can be extended to cover constant response 
functions by extending the category Th in adding to it a terminal object 
as the normal theory of the constant response functions. 
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